Electronic and structural study of Pt-modified Au vicinal surfaces: a model system for Pt–Au catalysts†
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Two single crystalline surfaces of Au vicinal to the (111) plane were modified with Pt and studied using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) in ultra-high vacuum environment. The vicinal surfaces studied are Au(332) and Au(887) and different Pt coverage ($\theta_{Pt}$) were deposited on each surface. From STM images we determine that Pt deposits on both surfaces as nanoislands with heights ranging from 1 ML to 3 ML depending on $\theta_{Pt}$. On both surfaces the early growth of Pt ad-islands occurs at the lower part of the step edge, with Pt ad-atoms being incorporated into the steps in some cases. XPS results indicate that partial alloying of Pt occurs at the interface at room temperature and at all coverage, as suggested by the negative chemical shift of Pt 4f core line, indicating an upward shift of the d-band center of the alloyed Pt. Also, the existence of a segregated Pt phase especially at higher coverage is detected by XPS. Sample annealing indicates that the temperature rise promotes a further incorporation of Pt atoms into the Au substrate as supported by STM and XPS results. Additionally, the catalytic activity of different PtAu systems reported in the literature for some electrochemical reactions is discussed considering our findings.

1. Introduction

Transition metals (TMs) have been used in the last decades as crucial components in materials with industrial application such as catalysts in heterogeneous or electrocatalysis. Practical applications range from binary or ternary alloys in the form of nanoparticles supported in more inert materials such as TM oxides or high surface area carbon powder,1–9 to thin films deposited on a variety of surfaces.10

Particularly, in the field of fuel cells, Pt has been extensively used among other TMs as one of the active components on binary or even ternary alloys supported on C for oxidation of small organic molecules7,11–13 with the aim of finding a suitable catalyst with technological applications.

On the other hand, single crystalline surfaces of low Miller index have been used in the last decades to elucidate the most fundamental properties of the catalysts that would allow eventually a rational design of more efficient materials. As a result, it was determined that surface effects have an important role on the mechanism of chemical or electrochemical reactions. For instance, reactions involving the breaking of a chemical bond can be enhanced by the presence of uncoordinated atoms on the surface of the catalyst.14

From a fundamental point of view, vicinal or high index surfaces have offered the possibility of studying in a very controlled way the role of these surface defects on the fundamental steps of chemical reactions. A vicinal surface is a single crystalline surface whose surface normal is tilted by a few degrees (vicinal) from the normal of a given basal plane. As a result, the surface consists of terraces having a defined width and crystallographic orientation separated by steps of monoatomic height. Therefore, by properly selecting the direction and the miscut angle, step density and crystallographic orientation of both terrace and step can be tuned.

Two vicinal surfaces of gold were used in the present study, named Au(332) and Au(887). The first surface can be described as Au(8) [5(111) $\times$ (110)] and the second as Au(8) [15(111) $\times$ (110)]. It has been reported in the literature that the Au(887) surface undergoes a surface reconstruction similar to the (22 $\times$ $\sqrt{3}$) reconstruction of the Au(111) face, with discommensuration lines running in the direction perpendicular to the step-edge. As a result, stacking fault lines separating fcc and hcp surface layer stacking emerge on terraces as in the herringbone reconstruction of Au(111).15,16 These two type of sites open the possibility of creating nanoarrays of foreign
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metals due to preferential deposition as it has been demonstrated by Rousset and coworkers.\textsuperscript{17–19} In a general approach, the modification of the properties of the constituents in bimetallic catalysts has been explained through three main effects: ensemble, ligand and geometric.\textsuperscript{20–22} The first effect is related with the arrangement of atoms where the reaction that is being catalyzed occurs (atomic ensemble). The second effect derives from the fact that the energies of adsorption of the reactants, products or intermediate species can be modified by changing the electronic structure of the metallic component of the bimetallic system. Finally, the geometric effect is related to the changes in catalytic properties of the catalyst due to modifications on the interatomic distances (lattice strain) due to lattice mismatch between the metallic components.

The Pt–Au system has attracted the attention of the scientific community because of its promising results for reactions such as hydrocarbon conversion,\textsuperscript{23} formic acid oxidation\textsuperscript{11} and oxygen reduction.\textsuperscript{24,25} In model catalysis, the Pt/Au(hkl) system also represents the interesting case of study where a very reactive metal (Pt) is diluted in a relatively inert matrix (Au). Moreover, the lattice mismatch between Au and Pt is 4%, sufficient to induce modification on the properties of Pt and Au due to tensile stress.

In this paper we report the results of the electronic and structural properties of two vicinal Au surfaces modified with different amounts of Pt. We show how the crystallographic orientation of the substrate determines the growth mode of Pt and, through photoelectron spectroscopy, how the electronic properties of Pt are modified by the substrate. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings in the interpretation of experimental electrocatalytic behavior of Pt–Au systems.

2. Experimental

2.1 Equipment

All experiments were carried out in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system. The chamber is equipped with LEED optics, an SPECS-Phoibus 150 hemispherical electron analyzer with nine-channelron detection, an Ar ion gun for sputtering, a water cooled evaporator and a high precision two rotation axis manipulator, allowing sample transfer and heating up to 1200 K by electron bombardment. The setup operates in a base pressure better than 5 \times 10^{-10} mbar regime during evaporation and measurements. The XPS experiments were performed using Mg Kα line and all spectra were collected at 60° from surface normal. Additionally, the sample could be transferred directly to an adjoining chamber equipped with an Aarhus 150 (SPECS) scanning tunneling microscope (STM) operating under UHV, available for STM measurements with a tungsten tip in constant current mode. The operating base pressure during image acquisition was always within the 10^{-11} mbar range and operating conditions (I_{\text{tunnel}} and V_{\text{bias}}) are described on each figure’s caption. WSxM\textsuperscript{26} software was used for image processing.

All metallic components were fitted using a Doniach–Šunjic function\textsuperscript{27} and a Shirley background. Bulk values of parameters such as lifetime width of Au and Pt 4f lines and asymmetry factor were used since, as demonstrated by Hörnström\textsuperscript{28} and Shevchik\textsuperscript{29} \textit{et al.} these parameters remain unaffected upon dilution in bulk Pt–Au alloys. The resulting fittings of all samples can be seen in the ESL.\textsuperscript{†} A value of 71.09 eV for Pt 4f\textsubscript{7/2} core line was taken as reference for bulk Pt.\textsuperscript{30}

2.2 Sample preparation

Au single crystals were obtained from Mateck GmbH as 10 mm discs oriented in the (332) and (887) directions with surface roughness lower than 0.03 micron and orientation accuracy better than 0.1 degree. Au surfaces were meticulously cleaned prior to Pt deposition using consecutive cycles of sputtering and annealing. Sputtering was performed using Ar\textsuperscript{+} ions at 1–1.5 keV. Initially, long sputtering times were needed to remove surface contamination, but once the surface was clean 10–15 min of sputtering at 1 keV were enough to achieve a reproducible surface. Annealing of the crystals at 798 K were necessary to regenerate the previously damaged surface with annealing times ranging from 10 to 30 min. XPS measurements were performed between cycles to follow oxygen and carbon 1s photoelectron lines in order to ensure the effectiveness of the cleaning methodology. Once a clean state of the surface was achieved, STM and LEED measurements were performed and Pt was deposited by e-beam evaporation from an exhaustively degassed tip of a Pt (99.997\%) wire at constant rate which was previously calibrated. Deposition time was varied in order to obtain different coverage and all deposits were investigated using XPS and STM at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Clean vicinal Au surfaces

Before the study of the morphological and electronic properties of the modified surfaces, it is mandatory to determine the quality of Au substrates used as templates for Pt growth. STM images obtained for clean Au(332) and Au(887) surfaces are shown in Fig. 1a and c. For both surfaces, the periodic nature of the steps is evident form STM images, proven by the parallel lines equally spaced running in a given direction. Analyzing the high resolutions STM images in Fig. 1b and d the characteristic packing of the (111) plane on the terraces is clearly visible. The periodicity of steps for each vicinal surface reflects the number of atoms constituting the terrace and the differences can be seen on the topographic profiles presented in Fig. 1e and f. Terrace width for both vicinal surfaces were calculated from a collection of STM images (not shown) and the values obtained are 13.6 ± 0.6 and 41 ± 1 Å in good agreement with values reported in the literature for both surfaces.\textsuperscript{15,18,31,32} Au–Au interatomic distance was determined as being 2.8 ± 0.1 Å from topographic profile in Fig. 1g. It is worth mentioning that both surfaces gave similar results for \textit{d}_{\text{Au–Au}} within the experimental error. Additionally, for the (332) face the existence of kinks is clearly seen from the high resolution image. On the other hand, in the case of the (887) face, kink formation was not detected. Additionally, on Au(887) the existence of a reconstruction is clear from the bright lines running perpendicular to step
This reconstruction has already been described in the literature by other authors as being similar to the \((22 \times \sqrt{3})\) reported for Au(111), consisting of discommensurate lines that run perpendicular to the step edge, with the creation of alternating fcc/hcp stacking sites along the terrace with a periodicity of \(71 \text{ Å}\).\(^{15,18,33}\) In the case of Au(332) such reconstruction is not detected, probably due to the small size of the terrace; i.e., the formation of alternating fcc–hcp sites along the 5 atom wide terrace would introduce an additional strain which is energetically less favorable than the unreconstructed surface.

Fig. 2 shows LEED patterns obtained for both clean surfaces after repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing. Both LEED patterns reflect the 3-fold symmetry associated with the (111) face. In addition, spot splitting due to the superstructure formed by the existence of steps is observed for both surfaces. In the particular case of Au(332) surface, the nature of spot splitting in LEED pattern has been explained by Repain et al.,\(^{34}\) and the existence of multiple diffraction spots in two perpendicular directions (see inset Fig. 2b) has been taken as a proof of long range order of steps and the surface reconstruction. From LEED patterns the \(W_{\text{terrace}}/d_{\text{Au–Au}}\) ratio of 4.6 and 13.6 were obtained from diffraction spots for Au(332) and (887), in very good agreement with the ratio calculated from theoretical values (4.6 and 13.3, respectively) using the hard sphere model of the surface and a lattice constant of 4.08 Å. The addition and subtraction of an atomic row were also considered for the calculation of the theoretical values of the ratio and the results are very different from the experimentally obtained from LEED. These results, together with the morphology observed by STM, indicate the correct assignment of surface orientation in both cases.

3.2 Morphologic and electronic characterization of Pt/Au(332) and Pt/Au(887)

Fig. 3 shows STM images of Pt-modified surfaces for three different coverage of Pt on each Au(\(hkl\)) vicinal surface. As can be seen from the STM images the new Pt phase is not equally structured on both vicinal surfaces studied. For instance, in the case of Au(887), a regular array of Pt nanostructures is formed, as described in the literature for various transition metals deposited on the same surface.\(^{17,19,31,34–36}\)
In the specific case of the Pt/Au(887) system, nucleation and growth begin at the lower part of the step edge and the growth proceeds all over the terrace as $\theta_{\text{Pt}}$ increases, filling up the fcc site, as also observed by Nahas et al.\textsuperscript{17} In the case of the Au(332), we believe the same site preference for nucleation applies, as both surfaces belong to the same family of planes. However, due to the lack of surface reconstruction on the underlying Au substrate and consequently to the absence of any kind of preferential site along the narrow (111) terrace, the growth of Pt nanoislands occurs with an elongated shape in the direction parallel to the step edge, suggesting the lack of site preference on the terrace as in Au(887). These results suggest that, at room temperature, the energy barrier for Pt ad-atom diffusion on the terrace should be overcome on both surfaces, allowing atoms initially arriving at the terrace to diffuse towards the nearest step edge, where nuclei begin to grow. Moreover, since a step acts as a potential barrier for ad-atom diffusion across the step edge line, there is a preferential orientation for Pt island to grow on the parallel direction of step edge, in the same way we also observed for Co growth on Au(332).\textsuperscript{37}

As stated by Antczak and Ehrlich,\textsuperscript{38} the presence of steps on a surface modifies the surface potential landscape in different ways depending on the nature of the surface and the foreign atom and these modifications may well not be just short ranged. The authors reviewed the results published over the last decades regarding the surface diffusion (self and hetero diffusion) on stepped surfaces as well as in basal planes of several transition metals. Among all the systems reviewed, Au(331) (self-diffusion) and Pt/Au(110) (hetero-diffusion) systems were considered. The results shown by the authors indicate that surface diffusion can be classified into two types of diffusion depending on the direction of motion: one parallel to the step or so called in-channel and one across the steps called cross-channel. Their conclusion is that in-channel diffusion, \textit{i.e.} diffusion along a terrace is energetically more favorable than cross-diffusion over the step edge. It is clear from data presented by the authors that the magnitude of the activation energy for diffusion in both scenarios strongly depends on the ad-atom on the surface and the mechanism of diffusion (hoping vs. exchange or even multiple events).

For the specific case of Pt ad-atoms on Au, there is a lack of experimental data in the literature regarding the study of diffusion phenomena. However, results obtained by Kim \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{39} using the so called \textit{action-derived molecular dynamics} procedure, indicate that Pt diffusion on Au(110) surface occurs following the hoping mechanism and in the direction parallel to the step edge (in-channel). These results agree with our findings regarding the anisotropic growth previously mentioned in the case of Au(332).

On the other hand, it has been already reported by Liu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{40} that on the reconstructed \((22 \times \sqrt{3})\) Au(111) the binding energy for an ad-atom on the fcc site is larger than on the hcp site. Additionally, these authors reported relatively high activation energy for surface diffusion from an fcc-like to an hcp-like site \((\sim 0.5 \text{ eV})\). In view of the fact that in the Au(887) surface these two sites coexist along the terrace, the accumulation of Pt on the fcc site observed experimentally (see Fig. 3d–f) matches the picture predicted by their theory. However, it is important to mention at this point that, as can be observed in the inset of Fig. 3f, when coverage is drastically increased to 1.48 ML, some structures associated with Pt deposition become appreciable on hcp sites. In this case, we observed that the height of islands on fcc sites contiguous to the hcp ones accommodating these structures are equivalent to 3 ML, suggesting that Pt deposition on fcc site may no longer be stable compared to the deposition on hcp site, beyond this coverage limit. Nevertheless, surface concentration of hcp-Pt seems to be low, even at the highest coverage studied.

Fig. 4 shows two topographic profiles traced in the direction parallel to the step edge for Pt/Au(887) with $\theta_{\text{Pt}} = 0.29$ and 0.59.
Considering the theoretical value of 2.26 Å for a monoatomic height of a Pt island, we determine that there is a monolayer to bilayer transition in the growth mode of Pt nanoislands on the fcc sites of Au(887) as coverage increases. Also, the FFT of STM image shown in Fig. 3f evidences the long-range nanopatterning of the surface due to preferential nucleation at fcc sites. The periodicity of the nanostructures were calculated from STM image as being 69.93 ± 0.05 Å, in good agreement with the periodicity suggested of the fcc–fcc stacking lines on the clean reconstructed Au surface. A close inspection of a different sample with θ_{Pt} = 1.48 (inset in Fig. 3f) reveals that the bilayer growth regime is extended to higher Pt coverage with a topographic profiles similar to that shown in Fig. 4b. Manual counting of the number of islands having different heights from topographic profiles reveals that, for the sample with θ_{Pt} = 0.29, all the islands analysed have a monoatomic height. As platinum coverage increases to 0.59 ML, only 3% of Pt nanoislands preserve the monoatomic height, while 92% of the islands are bilayers. When the θ_{Pt} = 1.48 ML sample is analysed we see that the number of bilayered islands decreases to 72% of the total count, while the amount of islands having a 3 ML height increases from 3% (for the θ_{Pt} = 0.59 ML sample) to 16%.

On the other hand, the quantification of islands height in Pt/Au(332) in the same way as for Pt/Au(887) is not possible due to the difficulty in determining the boundaries of the islands on the topographic profiles from the STM images shown in Fig. 3a–c. However, based on the fact that the maximum heights measured for all Pt/Au(332) samples are comparable to those measured for Pt/Au(887), we assume that in the case of Pt/Au(332) nanoislands have also ML and BL heights and, since the crystallographic orientation on the terrace is the same on both vicinal gold substrates, that the same ML to BL transition is observed as coverage increases, even though the terrace width is considerably narrower.

The Pt–Au system has been studied by some authors using STM in the form Pt/Au(hkl) or Au/Pt(hkl) for basal planes of both platinum and gold. Also, Nahas et al. studied the Pt/Au(887) system using variable temperature STM with deposition temperatures up to 300 K. For instance, Pedersen et al. observed, by using

Fig. 3 STM images of Pt deposits on Au vicinal surfaces. (a–c) Pt/Au(332) and (d–f) Pt/Au(887). Pt coverage is indicated on each image. Tunneling conditions: (a) V_{bias} = 1.7 V; I_{t} = 0.55 nA; (b) V_{bias} = 1.25 V; I_{t} = 0.36 nA; (c) V_{bias} = 1.5 V; I_{t} = 0.56 nA; (d) V_{bias} = 1.24 V; I_{t} = 0.45 nA; (e) V_{bias} = 1.32 V; I_{t} = 0.32 nA and (f) V_{bias} = 1.25 V; I_{t} = 0.36 nA. Insets in (a) and (f) correspond to Pt/Au(332) with θ_{Pt} = 0.18 and Pt/Au(887) with θ_{Pt} = 1.48, respectively.
chemical contrast, the formation of a substitutional Pt–Au alloy with variable composition, where Pt atoms tend to be capped by Au atoms throughout an exchange process. On the other hand, Nahas et al. found in the case of Pt/Au(111) that nanoislands are composed mainly of Pt based on a 15 pm difference in height lower than the reference of Au(111) step height, suggesting that the results observed by Pedersen may be a result of contamination by CO. Moreover, the authors mention in their paper that the exchange process of Au atoms by incoming Pt ad-atoms is a thermally activated process and it should be kinetically hindered at temperatures lower than the growth temperature used by them (room temperature). Still, both papers report the preferential deposition of Pt atoms on the elbows of the herringbone reconstructed Au(111) surface.

From the theoretical point of view, Gohda and Groß studied the Pt/Au(111) using first principle calculations and came to the conclusion that alloy formation with a 2 ML thickness have lower enthalpy of formation than those having 1 ML height. However, the formation of a Pt–Au alloyed layer should be an endothermic process according to their calculations, the thermodynamic state of surface alloys may be far from equilibrium, at a metastable state. In this sense, our results indicate that on both vicinal surfaces the nanoisland’s height is coverage dependent, with the bilayers being favored at middle range coverage. Moreover, when coverage is further increased even the formation of nanoislands of three atomic layers is observed by STM. Nevertheless, since atomic resolution was not achieved for both Pt/Au(hkl) surfaces, it is not possible to say, solely from our STM results, what is the composition of the nanoislands, i.e. pure Pt or Pt–Au alloy, an issue that will be addressed in the next section with the aid of photoelectron spectroscopy.

In order to determine the electronic properties of the Pt/Au(hkl) interfaces, X-ray photoemission spectra were collected for all samples. The XPS spectra obtained for the as prepared samples showing the Au 4f and Pt 4f regions are presented in Fig. 5. By applying a fitting procedure of photoelectron spectra we determined the existence of at least two contributions to the 4f core line of Pt. Also, changes in the intensity ratio of these two contributions are clear from spectra as platinum coverage increases, regardless of the crystallographic orientation of the underlying Au surface. The BE values of the different components of the Pt 4f core line obtained from the fitting are listed in Table 1 (for fitted spectra see ESI†). BE values for Au 4f photoemission lines are also reported in Table 1, although for all Pt coverage studied, the BE of the lines remain unchanged upon deposition within the resolution achieved under the current experimental conditions.

As can be seen from data in Table 1, two main components were detected in Pt 4f core line. The components are separated as BE_{Pt/Au(hkl)} < BE_{bulkPt} (component A) and BE_{Pt/Au(hkl)} > BE_{bulkPt} (component B). It has been reported that for Pt–Au bulk alloys a shift of the same magnitude and direction (BE < bulk value) on 4f core lines is observed upon dilution, both for Pt and Au 4f lines, with the magnitude of the chemical shift being dependent on the composition of the alloy. The comparison of our results with those observed for bulk Pt–Au alloys suggests that a fraction of Pt atoms, especially at the low coverage limit, might be incorporated into the topmost atomic layer of Au crystal, and that the extent of this incorporation seem to be independent on terrace width, since similar chemical shifts were observed on Au(332) and Au(887).

In this context, the model proposed by Pedersen et al. for the Pt/Au(111) model system is extremely important to explain...
the existence of component A in photoelectron spectra of Fig. 5 (see Table 1). The authors were able to image using an STM operating at low temperature the formation of what they called a substitutional alloy, especially at very low coverage ($\theta_{\text{Pt}} < 0.1$ ML). The idea of incorporation of Pt atoms into the topmost layer of Au atoms was considered due to a difference of about 0.35 Å in the topographic height in the vicinity of bright spots in high resolution STM images. It was also found that, although alloy formation does not exhibit any type of ordering, it takes place preferentially on the upper part of the step edge or near the stacking fault domain boundaries of the herringbone reconstruction.

Consequently, the Au atoms displaced from their original position nucleate into 2D islands on the surface, offering additional sites for Pt deposition as platinum coverage rises. Thus, 2D islands formed are bimetallic, with their composition being dependent on the Pt equivalent loading. Since the crystallographic orientation of the terraces on both surfaces is the same used by the authors in ref. 42 we believe that the same alloying mechanism is responsible for the existence and dislocation of component A in our XPS spectra. Also, similarly to the case of the Au(111), we believe, based on our observation and on the models for surface diffusion mentioned earlier, that at the low coverage limit the exchange process of Au by Pt atoms might occur at the step edge rather than on terrace (see e.g. Fig. 3d).

On the other hand, the component B on the Pt 4f$_{7/2}$ line that appears at BE > Pt$_{\text{bulk}}$ shifted by as much as 0.3 eV ($\Delta E_B$) can be related to Pt that is segregated without being alloyed with Au (see Table 1). It is well known from the literature that, for nanoparticles, BE values for photoemission core lines shift to higher BE as nanoparticle’s size decreases. For instance, Keister et al. studied the Pt/SiO$_2$ system varying $\theta_{\text{Pt}}$ using synchrotron radiation. The authors observed chemical shifts of up to 1 eV for Pt coverage as low as 0.3 ML, the latter being comparable with the coverage studied in the present paper over Au(hkl).

In the case of the Pt/SiO$_2$ sample, these shifts were explained by the fact that during the photoemission experiments the photoelectron emitting center becomes instantaneously charged and the resulting electrostatic potential depends on the size of the Pt cluster/island, thus making BE of photoemission core 4f lines size dependent.

Combining STM and XPS results we propose the following picture for Pt deposition on both vicinal surfaces of Au. The incoming Pt ad-atoms from the gas phase may condense on the Au surface initially without any appreciable site preference. However, at this point Pt ad-atoms or even nuclei formed by few atoms may diffuse on the terrace until they reach the lower part of the step edge. On both surfaces, the step edge acts as a barrier for diffusion and hence the growth of nuclei by the addition of incoming Pt proceeds by covering the terrace. In the specific case of Au(887), due to the reconstruction of the substrate two types of sites (fcc and hcp) emerge and so does an additional barrier for diffusion along the terrace. In agreement with the new surface structure after substrate reconstruction, Pt nanoislands with 1 to 3 ML height preferentially grow on fcc sites without filling up the hcp ones. Nevertheless, the addition of more Pt results in terrace coverage. On the contrary, since terraces on Au(332) do not reconstruct, ad-islands can freely grow along the terraces but confined within two contiguous step edges. On both surfaces, we find that as Pt coverage increases, nanoisland’s height also increases, suggesting a 3D mode of growth at least at the highest coverage studied.

Finally, we found evidence (XPS results) of an exchange process between Pt and Au atoms on the topmost atomic layer or substrate/nanoisland interface that can be associated with surface alloying. The exchange mechanism has been identified by other authors for a similar system having a low density of
The electrochemical oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on these Pt/Au NPs was shown to occur by different mechanisms, at low and high Pt coverage. The authors hypothesized that cluster formation at high coverage could be responsible for the changes in mechanism. We show that increasing $\theta_{Pt}$, clusters from 1 ML up to 3 ML are formed.

Altogether, our findings agree well and explain the differences on the catalytic activity experimentally observed for Pt–Au surfaces when compared with pure Pt and also the differences observed for different Pt : Au surface ratios.

### 3.3 The effect of thermal annealing

In order to examine the effect of thermal annealing on the stability of Pt/Au(hkl) samples, selected samples were annealed under UHV up to 473 K for 10 min. STM images of the resulting Pt/Au(hkl) surfaces are shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen from the figure, in the case of the Pt/Au(332) surface, the structures originally present disappear leaving bright regions on the terraces (compared Fig. 3a and 6a). In the case of the sample with $\theta_{Pt} = 0.21$ we observe the existence of bright region probably due to Pt insertion. However, when coverage increases to $\theta_{Pt} = 0.4$, some features are still visible after annealing and, in some cases, the islands merged with neighbouring ones over a step edge thus occupying 2 terraces or more, instead of 1 (see circles in Fig. 6b).

On the other hand, the changes in the Pt/Au(887) surface seem to be a slightly different compared to Pt/Au(332). For instance, the sample with $\theta_{Pt} = 0.45$ ML show no features similar to the case of Pt/Au(332) with the same coverage. In the case of the (887) sample, Pt islands initially on fcc site are no longer visible after annealing, also due to Pt insertion as in the 0.21 ML Pt/Au(332) sample. Moreover, on both vicinal surfaces Pt insertion into Au seems to occur, during/after annealing, not only on step edges but also on terraces. However, when Pt coverage increases up to 1.48 ML, other effects of thermal annealing appear. As can be seen from Fig. 6d, the population of hcp site increases after thermal annealing and the number of hcp sites hosting Pt–Au nanoislands increases compared to the as-prepared sample (inset Fig. 3f). However, despite the existence of some remaining nanoislands on the surface, we believe that the same process of alloying that occurs at low coverage also occurs in this coverage range. The fact that some features identified as Pt are still visible can be related to the initial higher Pt concentration at the surface, i.e., due to higher concentration of Pt, the time or even the temperature of the annealing was not enough to encapsulate all Pt deposited.

The insertion of Pt atoms into the Au matrix through the atom exchange mechanism has profound implications on the stability and reactivity of the modified surfaces. For instance, it is well established that Pt atom size is smaller compared to Au, as well as its lattice constant. In the case of incorporation into Au lattice, the resulting surface structure of the mixed Au–Pt layer will be affected by the presence of Pt, since due to the smaller size and lattice constant, the layer will be submitted to tensile stress, thus modifying the chemical and physical properties of the surface as a whole, a fact that has been experimentally observed for a collection of electrochemical reactions on Pt–Au nanoparticles. Also, local modifications of surface atomic...
distribution occur as a consequence of the insertion, thus
modifying the geometry of the atomic ensemble needed for
the reaction to proceed following a required reaction pathway,
as discussed in detail in ref. 50 for the oxygen electrochemical
reduction.

Considering what was already reported in the literature surface strain does not seem to affect site preference (fcc vs. hcp sites) on reconstructed (22 × √3) Au(111). However, the kinetics for surface diffusion is strongly affected by surface strain, due to changes in activation energy barriers. In this sense, it is clear from Fig. 6d that Pt features on the hcp-region of the reconstruction tend to locate at the lower part of the step edge rather than on the terrace where “pure” hcp sites reside, thus suggesting that the surface diffusion to the hcp site may occur through the step edges. The manual counting from Fig. 6d reveals that the majority of the mixed islands are BL (68%) or ML (20%) with some TL (12%) at fcc sites. On hcp region counting reveals that features have a ML height.

Furthermore, as discussed in the previous section, the alloying of Pt and Au is an endothermic process, i.e., it corresponds to a thermally activated mechanism, as suggested by Gohda and Groß using density functional theory (DFT) and other experimental papers published regarding Pt–Au bimetallic nanoparticles. In this respect, these observations are in agreement with the results we are reporting for the annealed samples.

More insight can be gained about the effect of temperature on nanoisland’s stability when photoelectron spectra are analysed. Table 2 contains some parameters resulting from the fitting of Pt 4f7/2 core line for all annealed samples such as BE of components and the ratio between component’s areas. In all cases, as for the as-prepared samples, no changes in Au 4f photoemission core lines were observed upon annealing probably due to the strong contribution from bulk and hence, values are not shown in Table 2.

For both annealed Pt/Au(332) surfaces studied one can see that the same components ascribed to the Pt 4f7/2 core line before annealing are still present. Binding energy values obtained are slightly different from the values presented in Table 1 for the as-prepared samples having the same coverage and these differences can be ascribed to the precision of the fitting procedure. Moreover, if components ratio reported in Table 2 for the samples before and after annealing are compared, an increment on ratios value is perceived for both samples. This clearly confirms the idea of thermally-promoted alloying by Pt insertion suggested by the STM images in Fig. 6 and discussed before. As temperature rises the energy barrier for Pt diffusion into Au may be overcome and ad-atoms initially segregated on the surface are incorporated into the Au crystal lattice after annealing.

In the case of Pt/Au(887) samples the same trend is observed as in Pt/Au(332), i.e., small changes in BE values for Pt 4f7/2 are observed compared to the as-grown ones. Moreover, when components ratio is analysed, for θPt = 0.45 ML we see that the results obtained from XPS also agree with those from STM, i.e., an increment of the ratio (increase in component A) due to further incorporation of Pt after annealing agrees with withdrawal of Pt features suggested in STM image of Fig. 6c. However, when the θPt = 1.48 sample is analysed the result is a little bit different and somewhat contradictory if compared with the other samples. For instance, a decrease in the calculated ratio is obtained for the annealed sample. This would suggest that a segregation of Pt occurs upon annealing, a situation apparently incompatible with the thermal activated nature of the alloying process. However, if the STM images for the as-grown and annealed samples are compared (see inset Fig. 3f and 6d respectively), we see that a surface reorganization of the Pt nanostructures takes place upon annealing with a partial occupation of hcp sites, originally unoccupied. In this sense, by comparing the heights of Pt islands on fcc and hcp contiguous sites we may conclude that there is a migration of Pt from fcc to hcp that is only detected for the sample having the highest coverage of Pt. Thus, we believe that this particular behaviour may be responsible for the trend of component ratio observed in Table 2, where the variation of the calculated ratio may lie within the error associated with the area determination of the Pt 4f core line.

The results we showed in the previous pages are of great relevance from the fundamental point of view in the field of catalysis. For instance, we have demonstrated that from the point of view of reactivity of Pt nanoislands both electronic and geometric effects are equally important for the Pt–Au (vicinal) system. The fact that Pt alloys with the topmost layers of Au even at room temperature and especially after thermal annealing, implies that due to lattice mismatch the local properties of the Pt/Au(S)=[n(hkl)+(hkl)] surface should be different from the pure counterparts. The chemical shifts observed from XPS data for Pt 4f7/2 core photoemission lines also reflects the tensile stress experienced by Pt due to lattice expansion at the alloyed phase, since according to Gohda and Groß a lateral expansion would cause an upward shift on Pt d-band center. On the other hand, we expect to see some changes on alloyed Au, although we were not able to detect any chemical shifts for the experimental conditions used. Finally, we show that platinum-modified gold vicinal surfaces may be used as model systems for the understanding of single crystal and also NPs surface catalytic properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt 4f7/2</th>
<th>BE Comp. A/eV</th>
<th>θPt = 0.21 Pt/Au(332)</th>
<th>BE Comp. B/eV</th>
<th>θPt = 0.40 Pt/Au(332)</th>
<th>θPt = 0.45 Pt/Au(887)</th>
<th>θPt = 1.48 Pt/Au(887)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. BE obtained from fitting of XPS spectra in Fig. 6 for annealed Pt/Au(332) and Pt/Au(887) samples. Fitted spectra are available in Fig. S3 of ESI.
4. Conclusions

The electronic and morphological properties of Pt/Au(332) and Pt/Au(887) with different Pt coverage were studied using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). We were able to determine that deposition on both vicinal Au substrates occurs via an island formation mechanism with island’s height being dependent of Pt content. Using STM we determined that a monolayer to bilayer transition occurs on both substrates, although the construction of a nanopattern in the case of Au(887) due to the surface reconstruction with nucleation at step edges. Moreover, the results agree well with the models proposed in the literature from formation with nucleation at step edges. In the case of Pt/Au(887) we suggest that Pt nanostructures having a height higher than 3 ML may be no longer stable, with the hcp-site being preferred as coverage increases (e.g. beyond 1.48 ML). XPS results reveal the existence of an alloyed Pt–Au phase and a segregated one. In the case of alloyed Pt, a negative shift in BE was observed at all samples, regardless of the crystallographic orientation of underlying Au. The extent of alloy formation was seen to change when samples are submitted to thermal treatment. For instance, the area ratio of the two different components at Pt 4f7/2 increases after annealing, suggesting the additional incorporation of Pt to the alloyed phase.

Also, the results presented in this paper show that on both vicinal surfaces studied platinum deposition occurs via island formation with nucleation at step edges. Moreover, the results agree well with the models proposed in the literature from theoretical calculations and help to explain the differences in the catalytic activity of reported chemical reactions of interest.
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